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Hydrocarbon exploration has many phases: from the heavy engineering 
aspects of the rig building and drilling industries, to the geological 
interpretation and attribute analysis of oil company geologists and rock 
physicists. However, underpinning all this activity is geophysical signal 
processing, which produces, as a final product, a 3D image of the 
subsurface of the Earth and related attribute volumes.  This image is 
then used by rock physicists and engineers to infer what fluids are 
present in the rock formations, and by geologists to decide where to drill 
exploration wells. 
 
Since the late 1970s, geophysicists have constructed images of the 
Earth’s subsurface by estimating the speed of sound in the different rock 
layers, and using this information to reposition seismic data recorded on 

the Earth’s surface, back to the subsurface reflecting surfaces to form a seismic image. This latter 
process is called migration. 
 
In writing a migration algorithm, it is possible to make many simplifying approximations, so that 
forming an image becomes a tractable problem for the available computer power. However, to form 
the image, the migration algorithm needs a good estimate of the velocity of sound in the various 
subsurface rock layers, and there are many techniques for estimating these velocities.  
 
In this talk, I’ll review these aspects of contemporary imaging, and introduce some emerging ideas 
which perhaps seem to promise circumvention of the current two-step imaging procedure of velocity 
model building followed by migration, so as to estimate subsurface reflectivity, velocity, density and 
absorption parameter fields directly from the recorded data. This emerging technology is known as 
full waveform inversion. 
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